Spring 2019  

**COURSE DISTRIBUTIONS – English/English Education Double Major**

### English CORE (300-400 LEVEL)

#### SHAKESPEARE

304  The Major Works of Shakespeare  
305  Shakespeare and His Contemporaries  
404  Shakespeare: The Later Works

#### LANGUAGE

384  Concepts of Grammar  
483  American English  
489J  Digital Rhetorics  
489N  The Invention of “Proper English”  
489P  The Language of Political Persuasion

#### WOMEN/MINORITY

317  African American Literature  
329A  Cinema of Liberation  
329W  Race, Film, and Narrative  
329Y  Cinema of Migration as Message  
349J  New World Arrivals: Literature of Asian American Migration and Diaspora  
368K  The Art of Black Social Movements: From Marcus Garvey to Black Lives Matter  
369A  Cinema of Liberation  
369K  The Art of Black Social Movements: From Marcus Garvey to Black Lives Matter  
379R  The Jazz Paradigm (also listed as CMLT 398D)  
379T  Anglo-American Poetry, Romantics Through the 20th Century  
379U  The Invention of “Proper English”  
379V  Aesthetes, Decadents, and the New Women  
384  Concepts of Grammar  
425  Modern British Literature  
426  Hemingway and His Competitors  
427  The Modern Novel  
429  Folksong and Ballad  
430  African American Literature: 1910-1945  
431  American Literature: 1810-1865, The American Renaissance  
439C  Hemingway and His Competitors  
440  The Novel in American to 1914  
442  The Modern Novel  
443  Hemingway and His Competitors  
444  American Literature: 1810-1865, The American Renaissance  
445  African American Literature: 1910-1945  
446  Folksong and Ballad  
447  African American Literature: 1910-1945  
448  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
449  Aesthetes, Decadents, and the New Women  
450  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
451  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
452  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
453  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
454  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
455  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
456  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
457  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
458  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
459  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
460  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
461  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
462  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
463  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
464  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
465  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
466  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
467  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
468  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
469  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
470  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
471  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
472  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
473  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
474  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
475  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
476  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
477  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
478  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
479  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
480  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
481  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
482  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
483  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
484  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
485  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
486  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
487  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
488  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
489  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
490  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
491  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
492  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
493  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
494  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
495  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
496  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
497  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
498  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
499  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
500  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
501  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
502  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
503  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
504  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
505  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
506  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
507  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
508  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
509  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
510  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
511  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
512  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
513  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
514  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
515  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
516  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
517  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
518  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
519  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
520  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
521  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
522  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
523  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
524  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
525  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
526  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
527  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
528  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
529  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
530  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
531  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
532  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
533  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
534  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
535  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
536  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
537  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
538  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
539  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
540  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
541  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
542  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
543  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
544  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
545  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
546  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
547  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
548  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
549  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
550  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
551  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
552  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
553  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
554  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
555  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
556  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
557  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
558  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
559  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
560  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
561  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
562  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
563  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
564  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
565  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
566  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
567  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
568  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
569  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
570  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
571  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
572  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
573  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
574  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
575  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
576  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
577  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
578  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
579  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
580  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
581  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
582  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
583  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
584  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
585  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
586  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
587  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
588  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
589  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
590  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
591  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
592  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
593  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
594  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
595  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
596  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
597  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
598  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
599  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy  
600  Horror Fiction and Media Necromancy

#### Other Requirements

ENGLISH 201 or ENGLISH 202:  
202  Inventing Western Literature: Renaissance to Modern

ENGLISH 280:  
280  The English Language

ENGLISH 487 or COMMUNICATIONS 360 or COMMUNICATIONS 401 OR COMMUNICATIONS 453:  
ENGL 487  Foundations of Rhetoric  
COMM 401  Interpreting Strategic Discourse (only open to those with a COMM double major)